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The idea of a sharing economy is not novel; past civilizations have built
economic systems on the principle of sharing resources, time and individuals.
In present day, the sharing economy has made exponential gains since its
digitized introduction in 1995. eBay helped the world examine how we share
used and new goods and parceled out resources for time and capital.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The 5 major industries utilizing “shareconomy” are goods, services, space,
transportation and money.      Education, healthcare and consulting services
are fairly new to the shareconomy fold,  but are also poised to creatively profit
from this growing industry.
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The sharing economy is the fastest growing industry, according to Brookings; it
is estimated to grow from $14 billion (2014) to $335 billion (2025).  

 
While monetizing time remains a continued tradition in a capitalistic economy,
the methodology continues to evolve with technology. As the practice changes,

the industries that utilize the sharing economy continue to expand. 
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The idea of monetizing educational services is not always met

with the same open enthusiasm as other industries. Education is

one of the oldest institutions in the world with a statically

imposed infrastructure that has seen little change since its

inception. Historically, tuition is paid or subsidized by a

governing agency, pupils attend classes in a building, move

linearly through their educational career and grades are earned. 

The advent of the internet has changed the dynamic of how

education and its participants are perceived. “Anyone with

access to the internet will be playing by the same set of rules,

given the same access to information and offered equal

privileges with almost no discrimination.” 

 

Access over ownership is a key factor of the sharing economy;

once the internet leveled the playing field for access, we can

now rethink what education should look like and feel like. Who

is now a teacher? Who is a pupil? Where and when does learning

take place? These questions have found answers within the

proliferation of the sharing economy. Now, we think of the idea

of shareconomy within education and explore not only the

instructional component, but the monetary one as well.
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The idea of ‘educator-as-entrepreneur’ is still new, even as

educators seek to enhance not only their portfolios, but overall

pedagogical experiences.  It stands within reason that the advent

of online education should be fully fueled by those who have the

highest investment of its best outcome.

 

This proves that education is not limited to the static models of

K-12 and university. It also isn’t limited to what we consider a

traditional student as workers in various fields must receive

continuous training to introduce new or enhance existing talents

for their current market or to make transitions to another field.

“Furthermore, what is important is to  train both high technical

skills and soft skills to have excellent professionals.” 

In this sense, the idea of education serves as training for these

skills to increase overall marketability. 

 

Lifelearn Platform is one such site that trains employees from

various sectors in job-related skills. This sharing economy of

skills allows for community building and global connections as

well as enhancing the marketability of its users.   The sharing

economy allows this opportunity to occur and benefit both

educator and student.   By constantly creating avenues of access,

we gain more by relinquishing the idea of ownership; since the

platform belongs to everyone, there’s a higher level of

investment because those involved are devoted to a positive

outcome.
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Teachers face a newer challenge today than what has transpired in the

past with education. Online education has evolved over the past 170

years, where the concept of online, in a technological sense, were

correspondence courses through the mail.    With the dawn of the

Internet, accessing professors and coursework has become simpler for

students and teachers. Students benefit from the ease of accessibility, but

teachers might find themselves falling behind this online boon. What

teachers often lack is a clear platform with which to invest their talents. 

 

Also lacking are platforms which promote convenience and transactional

efficiency. Furthermore, traditional educators are faced with continued

workloads outside of school hours, and a desire to work smarter, not

harder. The sharing economy then, is a necessary platform for teachers

to increase their clientele beyond the traditional classroom, enhance their

instructive skills, and be able to rely on a bankable industry.

 

TeachMeNow, for example, has completely disrupted the educational

field, changing how education is accessed while financially benefiting

educators. The idea that anyone should be able to learn and teach online

and that it must be through an accessible medium is the foundation of

TeachMeNow. Companies such as Quipper, HarukaEdu and Wyzant have

followed suit, providing online educational services through a live or

prerecorded platform. 
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The sharing economy has boosted entrepreneurship by offering

another method of providing goods and services to consumers.

As stated in Quantumfly, “…the sharing economy is a strong

force which can benefit different types of entities, like…

entrepreneurs, investors…"     The emphasis of access over

ownership aligns with entrepreneurial ideals of being the

gateway for consumers to purchase goods or services utilizing a

new method and providing on-demand services. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The sharing economy has allowed entrepreneurs to leverage

their assets, both tangible and intangible, and create novel

economic opportunities which were previously nonexistent.

“The sharing economy is challenging the fundamental

institutions of employment, work and entrepreneurship to the

point where it is generating a whole new breed of micro

entrepreneurs.”   This is also increasing the flexibility of supply

and demand outside of traditional working hours. 

 

Instead of having consumers come to them, with the right

platform, they are now able to meet their clients with flexible

and convenient scheduling. In this environment, e-consulting

flourishes as consulting does require larger degrees of timetable

versatility to meet a myriad of client demands.
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By introducing the concept of online consulting, access

asymmetry ceases to exist. Admissionado and a-connect are strong

examples of e-consulting companies that are thriving in the

shareconomy sector. They can create global networks because

they are not limited to traditional business hours or structures.

 

Another benefit of the sharing economy in the consulting/

entrepreneurial sector is lowering barriers to entry.  Private

divisions are often saddled with high overhead and maintenance,

dissuading potential entrepreneurs from making an investment

of time or money. Industries that were considered solely for

those with significant capital and time, such as mentorship or

consulting, are now available to a fledgling entrepreneur.

Lowering this barrier also increases the diversity of patrons.

 

A substantial portion of the desired outcomes of the shared

economy is the creation of community.    With an increase in the

availability of resources, those most successful in utilizing said

resources will be able to scale their businesses accordingly,

increase their profit margins and connect with clientele globally.

 

Mentoring has also seen a boom in clientele and management.

Whereas early mentoring only utilized e-mail, modern video

and live chat platforms allow for real time exchange of

information.  
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The web-based relationship of mentor/mentee has been highly

inclusive and has transcended industries. Whereas in the past, that

sort of intimate partnership could only be located through peer-to-

peer connections, mentors now can employ a platform showcasing

their expertise for potential mentees. This mentor-as-entrepreneur

model has been successfully deployed by Tony Robbins and John

Barrows and continues to find a growing consumer base for

individuals seeking personal or professional growth, as well as for

companies that seek to professionally develop their workforce. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mentoring has received boost in the shareconomy, particularly

cross company mentoring. “Cross-company mentoring provides

organizations with an incredible opportunity for inter-company

interaction and shared gains. It enables companies to access and

leverage a pool of people who have…more varied experiences,

backgrounds, and ideas. Cross-company mentoring could be the

next great frontier facing mentoring and the B2B sharing

economy.”    The sharing economy revolutionizes how people share

ideas and receive guidance. 
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Out of all the industries affected by the advent of the sharing economy,

healthcare is high on the list of intangibles. Consumers can see a house,

a car or a bike being shared, but cannot grasp how healthcare can

possibly fall under the sharing economy umbrella. Dubbed telehealth,

the idea has been gaining traction among hospitals, clinics, doctors and

patients. The idea that it is imperative to visit a clinic and have a

physical examination is one that is deeply ingrained in the psyche of

people. However, given the current work climate and general bustle of

life, what people really desire is convenience. 

As shown in recent research, most people would gladly trade in the

inconvenience of extensive travel times for a comfortable, in-house

experience that is just as effective as the time spent in the doctor’s

office. 70% of patients interviewed reported they would rather have a

virtual visit than an in-person appointment.   
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The telehealth industry continues to garner support from not only
patients but hospitals and doctors. Clinicians agree that the majority of
ER and doctor visits can be handled remotely, thus saving the patient
both time and money.  
 
Other healthcare factions also benefit from the sharing economy.
Nutritionists, life coaches, and therapists can help more people than
ever by providing their services across a shared and digitized platform.
Factoring in the flexibility and ease of use that many consumers have
come to expect of products today, telehealth is a solution that can have
a positive impact on one’s overall mental and physical health. It will also
reduce soaring health care costs, a major concern for patients. As stated
in Arab Health (2017), “…sharing economy will reduce costs and
improve healthcare, particularly its accessibility.”     It is undeniable that
the sharing economy will impact and advance the healthcare industry
for years to come.
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Projected growth of telehealth worldwide
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THE FUTURE OF
SHARING ECONOMY 

Conclusion:

The sharing economy has permanently changed how the world views
ownership of goods and resources. Economic instability has encouraged the
rise of access over ownership; if one can get access to what is needed, the onus
of ownership and expense is no longer on one individual. While the sharing
of tangible goods have an established history and continues to grow, the
history of intangible goods within the sharing economy is more short-lived. 
 
Moving outside of the traditional parameters of goods, services, space,
transportation and money allows for newer industries to take part in the
shareconomy.  Given the growing need for online services for all aspects of
life, edupreneurs, telehealth and the online consulting/entrepreneurship
economies will continue to make monumental gains in the coming years. 
 
These industries are poised to digitally transform how the world interacts
with them, leading to innovative methods of providing business services,
education and the healthcare industry. 
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